P.A.S. Driving
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
PAS Driving instructors will at all times endeavour to comply with appointments arrangements
but cannot be held responsible for any inconvenience or any charges incurred by the client due to
unforeseen events. Once you have booked a lesson you have an obligation to keep your
appointment. You the client must give at least 24hour notice of any lesson cancellation for any
reason or a short notice cancellation charge will be payable. We reserve the right to change the
price of any of our courses at any time.
It is the client responsibility to ensure your licence remains valid though out your course, and any
adjustments to your licence are brought to the attention of PAS Driving/instructor at the earliest
opportunity. You the client must promptly make clearly known to your PAS DRIVING instructor
any medical conditions or other effect that may impair your ability to drive, where upon your PAS
Driving instructor will take the appropriate action to conform to our/their legal or moral obligation.
PAS Driving reserves the absolute right to refuse the loan of vehicle for the purposes of taking any
type of test or assessment if likely to jeopardize the good name of either party.
If your test is cancelled at short notice by the DVSA your lesson fee is still payable, your lesson
fee is to be claimed by yourself from the DVSA, who will reimburse such expenses. PAS Driving/
instructor will not be held responsible for damage or marking to clothing as result of contact with
areas of the vehicle subjected to road dirt, brake dust, mechanical oils or grease when part taking
in the show me tell me section of the course or practical test. This may involve lifting the bonnet
for which gloves are provided if required.
PAS Driving / instructors will not be held responsible for any refusal by a DVSA examiner to
conduct a test due to an unforeseen vehicle faults ie nail in tyre/ light bulb failure. All tyres and
bulbs will be checked by yourself and a PAS Driving instructor on arrival at the test centre.
For GDPR compliance no personal data will be recorded or stored other than your Licence details
and telephone number for contact purposes. This information will be deleted within 30 days of
your course completion. No data will be shared with any other individual or organisation. You
may request to see what information is held about you at any time.
PAS Driving are committed to supplying a high standard of structured tuition and welcomes any
constructive comments regarding the service you receive.

I hereby declare I have read, understand and agree to the terms and conditions.

CLIENT

SIGNED……………………
PRINT …………………....

DATE………….

